IS-Academia
Tutoring application

Guidelines for students to apply to tutoring

Log on to IS-Academia (https://isa.epfl.ch)

Select the « Tutoring » tab
My assignments: List of all the student’s assignments

Tutor’s certification: Certification with all the assignments (either in French or English). An assignment must have a workload to show up in the certification

Click on « Profile editing »
You can then drag and drop the courses (up to 6 choices) you would like to apply as a tutor from the « Courses selection » list to « Preference 1,2,3,etc.». The fields « Competences » and « Remarks » are optional.

Nota bene : Your application does not guarantee a registration by the sections.
The green ticks indicate a validation by the section.

When assignments are done, they can be seen in the Assignments tab, in the list of assignments.